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ABSTRACT

Conventionally, welding control has been used to assure that
the quality of the weld itself is maintained. Residual
stresses and distortion result from the non-uniform
temperature distribution/form the weld process. In this
thesis, an investigation into the reduction of residual
stresses and distortion is performed. Potential benefits of
reducing these include prevention of stress corrosion
cracking, fatigue failure, brittle fracture and collapse
strength, are discussed.

In an attempt to reduce residual stresses and distortion, a
hydraulic restraining device was designed, constructed and
tested. It was then compared to several other methods being
investigated. This hydraulic restraining device is very
effective in reducing the radial contraction. And-although
it also reduces the residual stresses, it does not change
them from tensile to compressive as some of the other methods
do. Future considerations are also disscussed.

Thesis Supervisor: Koichi Masubuchi
Title: Professor of Ocean Engineering
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Welding is a complicated process. It is preferred over

other joining processes because of its high joining

efficiency, water and air tightness and mechanical properties

over a wide range of temperatu-es. However, it creates

thermal strains and stresses.

These strains and stresses are due to the localized heat

of the welding source and the non-uniform temperature

distribution from the weld process. Accompanying stress and

strain is plastic upsetting. As a result residual stresses,

shrinkage, distortion, stress corrosion cracking and buckling

may be produced. [1]

In circumferential butt welds of pipes, localized

residual stresses and distortion are generated. The presence

of these residual stresses can be detrimental to the

integrity of the pipe, such as causing failure and stress

corrosion cracking. [2] The biggest concern of

circumferential welding is in nuclear piping and submersible

vessels. This is because residual stresses and distortion

can greatly affect fatigue and collapse strength. [3]

Residual stresses due to welding and thermal/mechanical

loadings contribute to tensile stress. Conventional

circumferential girth welding produces tensile residual

stresses on the innez -,rface on the pipe near the weld.

Therefore, it is advantageous to be able to control and

reduce these tensile residual stresses. [4]
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Determination of residual stresses is complex. it

requires an understanding in metallurgy, heat transfer and

stress analysis. [2] There have been different methods

investigating residual stresses during welding. This thesis

is not concerned with the metallurgy or he~at transfer but

with reducing residual stresses and distortion in girth

welded pipe with a restraining device.

11- So~urces of+ Resi dual S tress- es

Residual stresses exist internally to the body in the

* absence of external forces. Therefore, the stress state is

in static equilibrium within a body, i.e. internally

balanced. [5] In the context of welded structures, residual

stresses are confined to the neighborhood of the weld and

decrease rapidly on either side of it. [6] Residual

stresses also occur when a body is subjected to non-uniform

temperature change, i.e. thermal stresses produced during

4- welding.

Figure 1-1 shows the changes of temperature and stresses

that occur during welding a bead on a flat plate. Section A-

A is ahead of the arc; therefore, the temperature change and

stresses are zero. Section B-B is at the arc so that the

change in temperature is rapid and uneven. Molten metal will

not support a load; therefore, the stresses are small. Near

the weld, the stresses are compressive because the

surrounding metal is cooler and restrains the expansion of

the heated weld area. At section C-C, the area has started

9
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Figure 1-1: Sc'homatic Representation of
Changes of Temperature and
Stresses During Welding [1]
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to cool, thus contracting and causing tensile stresses. Away

from the weld, the stresses become compressive to balance the

tensile stresses. At section D-D, the temperature has cooled

producing high tensile stresses at the weld and compressive

stresses away from the weld. [7]

By analogy to a flat plate, when two cylinders are

welded along their circumference, one might expect the hoop

tensile stresses near the weld, lower hoop compressive

stresses away from the weld and negligible axial stresses.

However, radial displacements may modify the stress

distributions. This mode cannot take place in a flat plate

unless it is very thin and can buckle in the regions of

residual compressive stresses. This radial displacement is

the most critical distortion and is caused from

cicumferential shrinkage (a form of longitudinal shrinkage).

The displacement decreases with the distance from the weld.

Figure 1-2 shows that a deflected shape will decrease both

hoop tensile and compressive stresses but will introduce

- bending stresses in the axial direction. [3, 8]

During welding, molten metal is deposited. It is

subjected to high temperatures. This hot region cools

rapidly and tends to shrink. However, the cooler surrounding

metal prevents it from contracting. Thus, tensile stresses

are produced near the weld. As temperature goes down, the

yield stress increases as does the tensile stress in the

weld. The final tensile stresses can be as high as the yield

stress. [9, 10]

There's a difference of opinion when it comes to the

11
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statement that restraint reduces residual stress. Some

engineers believe residual stress increases with restraint;

while others say it stays about the same. [7]

12. Sour-ces of Di sto rtion

Distortion is the change in shape or dimensions,

temporary or permanent, of a welded part as a result of

welding. The physical expansion and contraction are the

principal causes of distortion.

During welding the metal is initially heated and

subjected to large temperature gradients. Hence the metal

becomes weaker and is more easily deformed. The tendency for

distortion is determined by the degree of restraint present

at the weld joint. Upon cooling, the metal contracts;

however, the surrounding cold metal tends to resist this

shrinkage But if the metal is weakened enough then this

resistance is low and the metal Ehrinks causing distortion.[ll]

It has been shown that distortion can be controlled on

any given pass by lowering the heat input. However, this

most likely requires more passes. The final distortion might

not be reduced since it is the the sum of all the passes.

Therefore, a more selective sequence might be used, i.e. a

low heat input cn the first pass and increasing heat inputs

with each successive pass.

Along with the number of passes goes the amount of weld

metal deposited. The strength of joint is determined by its

design. Excess weld metal does nothing for this strength,

13



but it does increase the effective shrinkage force. By

limited this amount, distortion can be reduced. [11, 12]

The amount of distortion depends on the wall thickness

to the diameter ratio of the cylinder. As the ratio becomes

smaller the distortion is greater. [13] External restraint

has been shown to reduce distortion also.

1.3. Objectives

In order to reduce residual stresses and distortion, two

tasks are necessaiy:

1. Development of a control mechanism to exert a
continuous force on the inner surface to
produce compressive stresses

2. Comparison of a six point hydraulic load source
and a two point mechanical load source.
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PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH

RESIDUAL STRESSES AND DISTORTION

The purpose of this thesis is to reduce distortion and

residual stresses in girth welded piping. Before one can

attempt to reduce these, it is beneficial to investigate some

of the problems caused by distortion and residual stresses.

This chapter will discuss stress corrosion cracking (SOC),

fatigue failure, brittle fracture, and collapse strength.

2. 1. S t ress Coc vrros io2n Cra ck in g

Stress corrosion cracking is a form of localized

failure that is more severe than other types of metal

attacks. Therefore, it is a combination of stress and

corrosion. SCC is the brittle fracture of a material that is

otherwise ductile. [7]

* Generally, it is believed that pure metals do not crack

as a result of stress corrosion. Some alloys are more

resistant to cracking than others, i.e. aluminum, copper, and

magnesium. [14]

It has been observed to occur under low applied stress

or no stresses at low. Therefore, other factors must be

present. [15] Three factors that must be present for stress

corrosion cracking to occur: a state of tensile stress, a

corrosive environment, and a sensitized material. If one of

these factors can be reduced, then cracking may be

15



eliminated. A corrosive environment can never be eliminated

totally; sensitized material cannot always be avoided. Thus

removing tensile stress is achievable. [4, 16]

No cracking has been observed when the surfaces are in

compression. Tensile stresses result from the presence of

internal (residual) stresses or an external (applied) load.

S. Causes may be:

1. deformation near welds
2. unequal cooling of metal
3. phase change
4. differential thermal expansion
5. dead loading
6. pressure differentials.

The environment is the reason for corrosion. Metals

react differently according to the type of environment. [14]

The biggest concern of stress corrosion cracking is its

susceptibility in the heat affected zone of stainless steel

weldments, in particular, pipe weldments in nuclear reactor

service. These weldments directly affect the service of

boiling-water and pressurized water reactors which have

experienced SCC. The weldment is subjected to a complicated

ej strain history imposed by the heating and cooling cycle. The

strain history is more complex in a pipe weld than a plate

weld. (In a plate stress can be relieved by bending, while

circumferential restraint restricts metal movement in a pipe

weld.) This strain history increases the susceptibility of

SCC. [17]

16
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2. Fatigue Failure

The large majority of failures that occur in service,

are numerous and in fact are fatigue failures. Many of these

fatigue failures involve welded structures. Fatigue is

defined as the formation of a crack or cracks as a result of

repeated applications or cycles of loads each of which is

insufficient by itself. The danger of fatigue failure is

that it is difficult to see and can grow slowly. There's no

significant dimensional change in a cracked structure so a

crack may propagate through the entire structure before it is

discovered. [6, 15]

Materials, stress concentration, corrosion and residual

stresses contribute to fatigue failure. This thesis is only

concerned with the effect of residual stresses on fatigue

failure. It has been debated whether or not compressive

stresses on the surface increase the fatigue strength. Some

believe that crack growth is retarded by compressive stresses

and increased by tensile stresses. [14, 18]

Pressure vessels, their associated pipework and other

various types of structures may be subjected to a low number

of cycles of loads. The stress that is necessary to cause

fatigue due to a small number of cycles is considerably

greater than those necessary due to a high number of cycles.

These stresses are usually large enough to cause considerable

plastic deformation. Now the relationship between stress and

strain is no longer linear but changes from cycle to cycle.

[6]

17



It is necessary to be able to improve fatigue strength

in order to reduce fatigue failure. Some possible methods

are to remove or reduce the load which is causing the

failures, to improve the design or to reduce the stresses.

To reduce or remove the load it is first necessary to know

what the load is. Sometimes this still doesn't reduce

N fatigue failure. A designer can choose the type and position

'a of a weld joint or make use of some technique in order to

improve fatigue strength. However, the designer may be

limited. Reducing stresses is one of the purposes of this

thesis.

Brittle fracture means that separation has occurred

without plastic flow. Usually brittle refers to a specimen

having less than a few percent reduction in area. However,

specimen that have been proved to be ductile may fail in a

brittle manner. Serious brittle fractures are more likely to

'N- occur in welded structures rather than in riveted structures.

Carbon steels with high tensile residual stresses have

experienced catastrophic brittle fractures although the

stresses may be well below the yield stress of the material.

[14, 15] Thereby reducing residual stresses will decrease

the chance of brittle fracture.

18



2.4. Collapse- Strength

It is well known that initial distortion and residual

stresses reduce the collapse or buckling strength of

spherical and cylindrical shells subjected to external

pressure. Many papers have been written on this subject.

Experimental collapse pressures are frequently lower than the

pressure calculated from theory. This is due to the failure

of the models to meet the idealized geometry and material

assumptions of the theory. Factors that decrease collapse

strength are distortion, thickness, weld material properties,

residual stresses, boundary effects and loadings. [7]

It is almost impossible to weld without introducing some

4- distortion or stress. So there will be a reduction in the

collapse strength. But by reducing distortion and residual

stresses collapse strength increases.

19



C H A IFTEF 3

N. ~APPA~RATUS DESIGN

The PhD Thesis by Andrew DeBiccari, [19] showed that

residual stresses and distortion were reduced when an outward

force was exerted on the inner wall of the pipe while being

welded. The apparatus used was a mechanical turnbuckle (see

k figure 3-1). The turnbuckle is adjusted by turning rods with

a hexagonal nut. Once the weld has been started, the

turnbuckle can not be adjusted. So when the pipe expands

from the heat of the weld, there is no longer a force being

exerted on the inner wall.

Also, there is no conclusive results between the

circumferential positioning of the heat source and the

re~sidual stresses and distortions. One possible reason could

be the fact that the "restraining shoes" attached to the

turnbuckle are a two point load source. They loose their

effectiveness as the distance from the rod connection

increases.

Since the mechanical turnbuckle did show evidence of

reducing residual stresses and distortion, then there is a

possibility that an improved modification of the turnbuckle

will reduce residual stresses and distortion even more. The

first modification is to go from a mechanical, uncontrollable

turnbuckle to a controllable hydraulic restraining device.

The second modification is to determine the number of point

sources feasible in the design.

20
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3. 1. Cr-ite-i a

There must be considerations in designing any apparatus.

The following are the considerations for the design of the

hydraulic restraining device:

a. Employing the concept of the mechanical

turnbuckle "restraining shoes"

b. Ability to fit inside the pipe

c. Ability to be controlled during welding

d. Ability to expand and contract

e. Employing the maximum number of point sources
feasible

.2. Concept of "Restraining Shoe"

The mechanical turnbuckle employed the concept of

restraining shoes". These "shoes" are two (2) semicircle

pieces of steel. Their dimensions are: 1/4" thick, 4" wide

and have the same radius of curvature as the inner wall of

the pipe. This allows the entire outer surface of the "shoe"

to keep in contact with the inner surface of the pipe.

Hence, a constant force is exerted on the inner wall of the

pipe. Welded to the midpoint of the inner surface of each

"shoe" is a nut. A 1/2" threaded steel rod screws into the

nut of one "shoe" while another opposite threaded steel rod

screws into the nut on the other "shoe". Both steel rods

thread into a common hexagonal nut. Turning this hexagonal

nut expands or collapses the mechanical turnbuckle. A gap of

22



1/16' between the "shoes" is allowed in order for the

turnbuckle to collapse.

3. Design of the Hydir-aulic
Restr-aining Device

The concept of the "shoes" is still easily employed.

The difficult aspect is to find a hydraulic restraining

device small enough to fit inside the pipe yet maximize the

number of point sources.

After looking through many equipment catalogs, Gary Abel

of Lincoln Controls [201 was contacted. After discussions of

the idea behind the experiment, the material and the set up

involved, Gary Abel suggested to mount individual hydraulic

pistons in a cylindrical ring to fit inside the pipe. Then

link the pistons in series with hoses to a hyraulic pump.

Upon receiving a sample of the piston, the aid of Bruce

Bailey [21] was employed. Combining the criteria imposed

with Gary Abel's suggestions the restraining device in

figure 3-2 was designed.

The diameter of the pipe and the type of the point

sources physically limit the number of point sources to six

(6) for the hydraulic restraining device. Thus, there are

six (6) "restraining shoes" of equal dimensions: 4" wide,

1/4" thick and arc length of 6" that has the same radius of

curvature as the inner wall of the pipe. A nut is welded at

the midpoint of the inner surface of the "shoe". A rod is

threaded into

23
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each nut and is the means for the force being exerted. Thus,

the concept of the "restraining shoes'' is the same whether it

is for two (2) or six (6) 'shoes". Figure 3-3 is an

photograph of the hydraulic restraining device. one of the

shoes" is screwed off to show the nut and threaded piston

rod. Figure 3-4 is an photograph showing the placement of

the hydraulic restraining device inside a cylindrical pipe.

The force being exerted comes from the pistons. They

are equally spaced and screwed into an 8" diameter

cylindrical ring. The piston rod is that rod which is

threaded into the nut. Each piston has an inlet and outlet

port. The outlet port of one piston is connected to the

inlet port of the next piston with copper tubing. The first

inlet and last outlet ports connect directly to the hydraulic

pump: a series connection.

The piston is designed for 150 psi of air. However, it

can also residual stresses but for this experiment it is

adequate. The intent of this thesis is to show that an

outward force exerted on the inner wall will reduce

distortion and residual stresses.
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CHAT"R_, 4

EXPERIMENT TO REDUCE

RESIDUAL STRESSES AND DISTORTION

The selection of the equipment, conditions and procedure

is based on the experiment performed by Andy DeBiccari. [19]

Since the hydraulic restraining device is a modification of

his mechanical turnbuckle, then a comparison between the two

is desired. By including a means of controlling the pressure

during the welding and expanding the number of point sources

for the load distribution, is is expected that the residual

stresses and distortion should be less with the hydraulic

restraining device than those with the mechanical turnbuckle.

4.1. Equipment

An automatic tungsten inert gas set up is the welding

means for the experiment. The power supply is the MILLER

Syncorwave 500, DCSP, GTA/SMA. The JETLINE Engineering Arc

Length Control System, Model ALC-201, regulates the water-

cooled torch, argon gas and voltage which in turn controls

the arc length. The arc length control system is mounted

vertically to a horizontal carriage traveler manufactured by

Linde of Union Carbide. (It is stationary for the purpose of

this experiment.) The filler wire feed system is a product

of Airco Heliweld. Since the torch is stationary, the

mechanism for rotating the pipe is an ARONSON Positioning

Table with a variable speed control and tilt wheel. See

28



Appendix A for the details of the equipments' settings.

The Daytronic 9000 Data Acquisition System is connected

to a Digital Equipment Corporation MINC-23 Laboratory Data

Processing System and records the strain changes, through

strain gages, exerted on the "shoe" and piston rod during

welding. Also through the use of strain gages, the VISHAY

P-350A Digital Strain Indicator and SB-i Switch and Balance

Unit (see figure 4-1 [22]) determine the strain (residual t

stress) changes in the pipe during stress relaxation. (See

Appendix B for exerpts from the manuals for the Daytronics

Converter and Vishay Strain Indicator and a printout of the

MINC's Fortran computer program.) Agapakis [23] gives the

fundamentals of the acquisition and the computer programs

used in the processing of the data.

4.2. Material 

Schedule 80, low carbon steel is used for the

cylindrical pipe. Its inside diameter is 12" with a thickness

of 5/16". The sections were cut to a length of 9 inches.

(This length is chosen so the end effects of the cylinder can

be ignored. See Appendix C for calculations.) There are a

total of six sections, two per weld.

For the "restraining shoes", schedule 40, low carbon

steel, 1/4" thickness, is used. There are six (6) "shoes" .

having the same radius of curvature as the inner wall of the

12" ID pipe, 4" wide with an arc length of 6".

The cylindrical ring holding the pistons is also
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schedule 40 steel with a 8" diameter.

There are a total of six (6) Air Mite pistons, Model

DAVI00-1, connected to a Enerpac P-84 hydraulic pump by high

pressure hoses.

Three (3) types of strain gages are used. On the

shoes", SR-4 FAE-25-35 S6 EL biaxial strain gages are used

during welding. (Biaxial gages measure the strains axially

and circumferen- tially.) This same brand should have been

used on the piston rods also, but there wasn't enough in

supply so a HBM 3/350LY11 (biaxial) strain gage is used also

during welding. The two are very similar but made by

different companies. Triaxial rosette strain gages, SR-4

FAER-12B-35 S6 EG are used on the inner and outer wall of the

pipe during stress relaxation. (Triaxial gages measure the

strains in the axial, circumferential and shear direction.)

See Appendix D for more details on the strain gages.

4.3. Pr oc edur e

Before performing the welding procedure, two pipe

sections are tack welded at four evenly spaced locations [241

and a grid system needed is marked on the inner wall of each

of the pipe specimens. Since the "shoe" covers an area in a

600 angle then only one half of the "shoe" is where the data

is taken. Two reasons are behind this decision: 1) the force

from the "shoe" should be symmetric on either side of the

point source, i.e. the piston rod and 2) the limitation on

the number of strain gages that can be hooked up to the SB-I
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Switch and Balance Unit.

Figure 4-2 is an actual photograph showing the grid

system marked on the inner wall by +'s. There are three (3)

grid lines, one located at 00, 150, and 300. Each + on the

grid line is at a distance from the centerline of the weld.

0.25", 0.5", 0.75", 1.0", 1.5", 2.0", 2.5", 3.0", 4.0", 5.0"

and 6.0. The diameter of each of the specimens at these

locations are measured with a digital micrometer before
pp.

welding.

Even though there is a pressure gage on the hydraulic

pump, strain gages are placed on the piston rods and the

"shoes". They are then hooked up to the Daytronic 9000 Data

Acquisition System which is connected to a Digital Equipment

Corporation MINC-23 Laboratory Data Processing System so that

the strain change is recorded during welding.

To ensure that the set up and welding conditions are

correct, a sample weld is made on a specimen that will not be

used as data. In order for a comparison to be made with

DeBaccari's results, the welding conditions need to be very

similar. Through trial and error the welding conditions in

Table 4-1 are used. They vary from DeBiccari's [19] but only

slightly. Figure 4-3 is a photograph showing the set up of

the equipment and pipe. The pipe is clamped onto the Aronson

positioner and tilted horizontally. The wire feeder is

adjusted properly and the current and voltage are set; all to

ensure the feed wire is depositing into a good weld pool.

With this equipment set up and welding conditions, a

single pass, gas tungsten arc process, circumferential weld
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Figure 4-2: Photograph of Hydraulic Restraining
Device in Pipe, with Grid Lines,
set up on Aronson Positioner
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Table 4-1: Welding Conditions

V = 11.0 volts

I = 250 amps

v = 3 in/min = 0.127 cm/sec

H = 2750 Watts

Feeder wire: diameter = 0.035 in 0.0889 cm

feed rate = 1.45 in/sec

= 3.68 cm/sec

Argon gas: 12 psi

Tungsten: diameter : 3/32 in = 0.238 cm
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is made on three (3) different specimens of cylindrical pipe.

One specimen does not contain the hydraulic restraining

device on the inside while the other two (2) do. Pressures

of 150 psi. and 250 psi are set on the hydraulic pump for the

two (2) specimens that contained the hydraulic restraining

device. These pressures act as a force on the "shoe", hence

a restraint. The strain gages are hooked up to the Daytronic

9000 and MINC-23 while welding. (It was discovered that the

strain gages no longer adhered to the metal after welding.

This could be due to tl-,Ae heat intensity being too great for

the bonding. Ther tore, this data is suspect.) The

specimens are cooled naturally. The pressure in the

hydraulic restraining device remains on the specimens while

coolirg.

After cooling, the diameter of each of the specimens is

measured at the grid points previously described with the

same digital micrometer and recorded. Then the rosette

strain gages are located on the inner and outer surfaces of

the pipes, 0.5" from the weld centerline at the 00, 150, and

30o grid lines. (Papazoglou's thesis [25] shows that the

temperature distribution is the highest at a distance of 0.5"

from the centerline of the weld. ) They are coated with

silicon for protection. Then the gages are connected to the

strain indicator and switch/balance unit which measures the

change in the strains.

The residual stresses are determined by the stress

relaxation technique II7]. A cylindrical section containing

the strain gages is removed from each of the welded specimens
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by a sawing method;, one cut being on the weld centerline, the

second on the other side of the strain gage the same distance

as that from the strain gage and the weld centerline. TheA

sawing is performed at a slow rate and is constantly liquid V

cooled to avoid any unnecessary changes in the residual

stresses. The strain changes are measured and recorded.

4.4. Distortion R-esulIts

The results of the distortion measurements taken on the

specimen without the hydraulic restraining device are shown

in Table 4-2. This table shows shrinkage as a negative

value. Figure 4-4 is a longitudinal profile of half of the

pipe and compares the radius before welding to the radius

after welding, i.e. distortion, at the 150 angular position

only. The vertical axis is adjusted for a clearer

comparison.

The distortion pattern is similar for axial and angular

positions. (Some discrepancies may be due to the inaccuracy

of the micrometer measurements.) This is expected since the

weld started and finished well enough away from the

measurements and allows for an assumption of quasi stationary

state condition.

The distortion measurements for the specimens with the

hydraulic restraining device are shown in Tables 4-3 and 4-4.

Again shrinkage is shown as a negative value. The distortion

patterns are similar as in the specimen without the

restraint, but the 300 angular position increases slightly
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No Restraint
Upper Radius

6.1 - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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* 6.06
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o 6.04

6.035

6.02

6.01

--6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6

Distance Fromn Weld Centerlne (inchles)
13 before weld 0 after weld

Figure 4-4: Longitudinal Profile of the Upper Half
of the Pipe Comparing the Distortion
of the Radius Before and After Welding
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from the 00 and 150 positions. Figures 4-5 and 4-6 are

4' longitudinal profiles of half of the pipe and compare the

radius before welding to the radius after welding, i.e.

distortion, at the 150 angular position only. Again the

vertical axis is adjusted for a clearer comparison. There is

no explanation why the distortion measurements for the

specimen with the 150 psi restraint are in expansion except

, that the micrometer may not have been calibrated to the

correct reference value.

-?5 Figures 4-7, 4-8 and 4-9 compare the distortion of the

specimen without the restraint to the specimen with the 250

psi restraint at the angular positions of 00, 150 and 30o,

respectively. For each angular position of the specimen with

the 250 psi restraint, the shrinkage next to the weld

centerline is considerably less, about 72% - 86%, than that

of the specimen without any restraint. However, further away

from the weld centerline, the 250 psi restraint specimen

expands.
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150 psi Restraint

Upper Radius
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-6 -4 -2 0 2 4

Distance From Weld Centerline (inches)
0 before weld 0 after weld

Figure 4-5: Longitudinal Profile of the Upper Half
of the Pipe Comparing the Distortion
of the Radius Before and After Welding
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250 psi Restraint
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a.
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Distance From Wed Centerline (inches)
0 before weld 0 after weld

Figure 4-6; Longitudinal Profile of the Upper Half
of the Pipe Comparing the Distortion
of the Radius Before and After Welding
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Angular Position: 0'
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' 0.015

i 0,01
%

0.005-

A0
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% 0

a-0.005-

-0.01

-0.015

-0.02

2 4 6

Distance from Weld Centedine (in.)
0 no restraint , 250 p>si restraint

Figure 4-7: Comparison of Distortion Results
between specimens with no restraint
and 250 psi restraint at 00

.A.
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Angular P'osition- 1 50
0.2

0.025 -

0.015-

.-. 0.005

-0N

t!

0-0.005-

-0.01

-0,015-

'N,0 2 46

Distance from Weld Centerline (in.)
0 no restraint M 5 psi restraint

Figure 4-8: Comparison of Distortion Results
between specimens with no restraint
and 250 psi restraint at 150
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Angular Position: 300"

0.02 -

0,015
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-~0,005

U.. 0

-0.005-

--0.01

-0.015-

0 2 4 6

Distance from Weld Centedine (in.)
0J no restraint 0~ 250 psi restraint

Figure 4-9: Comparison of Distortion Results
between specimens with no restraint
and 250 psi restraint at 30o
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4.5. Resi dual Str-ess Results

The .strain changes measured by the relaxation technique

c,, each of the specimens are given in Appendix E. From the

strain changes the residual stresses are calculated from [7]:

a. 2) (C + V. CO) (5.1)
Oo = LF.. ( 0+ j.

2) (5.2)

I = _K

C (5.3)

4. , °O and T are the measured strains for the hoop, axial

and shear directions, respectively. E is the modulus of

elasticity of 30 x 106 psi; v is Poisson's ratio of 0.3.

G is the modulus of rigidity or shear modulus and is

calculated from the following equation and the above data:

G = = 11.54 x 106 psi
2(1+L') (5.4)

The negative signs in equations (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3)

reflect that when tensile residual stresses exist, shrinkage

takes place during stress relaxation. The converse is true

when compressive residual stresses exist.

Table 4-5 shows a comparison of the residual stresses

for the specimens. For each angular position on the inner

surface from no restraint to 250 psi, there is a consistent

decrease of residual stress with three exceptions. At the
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Table 4-5: Comparison of Residual Stresses

Inner Surface

Position No Restraint 150 PSI 250 PSI

o "0 23.55 27.93 21.21
ox 48.88 43.90 40.71
TOx 11.79 8.19 8.04

150 00 40.31 35.88 17.25

o 63.87 49.70 43.48
TOx 14.10 11.10 10.00

3 0 45.56 40.13 36.61
ox 61.88 46.78 59.04
lox 14.61 11.84 12.38

Outer Surface

Position No Restraint 150 PSI 250 PSI

O0 CO0 9.51 1.44 -0.91
-31.59 -34.79 -40.44

lox 0.00 -4.74 -6.76 U"

150 00 9.28 -3.42 -0.46
ax -35.08 -33.91 -46.64
lOx -5.49 -5.91 -7.42

300 °0 2.41 -5.24 -1.28
a x -45.48 -35.77 -41.75
To. -8.75 -9.37 -7.18
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different angular positions, there is a consistent, but

small, increase in the stresses with the exception of three.

All the stresses on the inner surface are in tension.

The stresses on the outer surface are almost all

compressive with the axial stresses being very high. They

become more compressive with the use of the restraint. The

stresses vary very little with the angular position.

Figures 4-10 through 4-13 show a graph interpretation of

this comparison for the hoop and axial stresses for both

inner and outer surfaces. There are no graphs for the shear

stresses because there is not a significant difference.

The next chapter discusses these results and compares

4. them to other results.
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Figure 4-10: A Comparison of Hoop Stress
on Inner Surface vz. Angular
Position Between Specimens with
No Restraint and 250 psi
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Figure 4-11: A Comparison of Axial Stress

on Inner Surface vs. Angular
Position Between Specimens with
No Restraint and 250 psi
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Figure 4-12: A Comparison of Hoop Stress
on Outer Surface vs. Angular
Position Between Specimens with
No Restraint and 250 psi
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Outer Surface
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Figure 4-13: A Comparison of Axial Stress
on Outer Surface vs. Angular
Position Between Specimens with
No Restraint and 250 psi
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C H APT E R 5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter discusses the results of the distortion and

residual stresses given in Chapter 4. These results are

compared with those from other investigators. Finally, some

conclusions are given.

5. 1. Dis cuss ic)n: D is to3rt io3n

Heat sink welding has cool water on the inside of the

pipe while welding. This keeps the inner surface relatively

cool during most of the welding. Thus there is less

shrinkage than in a conventional weld. [26] No figure or

numbers are given for a comparison, but the shrinkage in this

thesis's experiment due to the hydraulic restraining device

is also less than that in the weld without the system.

Rybicki, et. al. [27], developed a finite-element model

to predict deflections in girth-butt welded pipes. Figure

5-1 [27] shows a comparison of the computed deflections and

the experimental data. The band reflects the ranges of the

measurements taken along axial lines at four locations, 900

apart. At 0.5", this range of deflection is more than twice

that of this experiment's distortion of the specimen with no

restraint.
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0%." When comparing the distortion to DeBiccari's [19]

results (see figures 5-2 through 5-5) as originally intended,

the only similarity is that the distortion decreases with the

"4 distance away from the weld. This thesis's results had

expected t, he less than those of DeBiccari's. There's only

a few data points that are. At the 0o location, both

specimens has less distortion than DeBiccari's up to 1.5

inches away from the weld centerline. But at the 300

location it's greater. After the 1.5 inches distance this

experiment's specimens expand instead of shrinking. One

possible reason might be the fact the hydraulic restraining

device provides a continuous pressure while cooling to the

extent that it over compensates. Other than the pressure

gage on the hydraulic pump, there's no other means to control

this pressure.

Figure 5-6 shows the comparison between this thesis and

DeBiccari's of the reduction percentage of distortion for the

restraint to that without the restraint versus the axial

position at the 00 and the 30o angular position. For this

thesis, the distortion near the weld centerline, i.e. the 0o

position, is reduced by 85%, whereas, in DeBiccari's it is

reduced by 75%. As the angular position increases the

percentage decreases, but there's still a significant

reduction in both. However, DeBiccari's results have more of

a reduction. Axially, away from the weld centerline, the

reduction percentage increases but remember that the

distortion here is less in numerical value. Therefore, the

percentage changes rapidly w;ith small numerical value
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Figure 5-2: Distortion Comparison at 00 of
Specimens without any restraint
from This Thesis and DeBiccari's
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Figure 5-3: Distortion Comparison at 300 of
Specimens without any restraint
from This Thesis and DeBiccari's
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Figure 5-4: Distortion Comparison at 0o of
.V Specimens with 250 psi restraint

from This Thesis and DeBiccari's
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2590 psi Restraint
Anular Position: 300
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changes. Note that the end of the 'shoe" in this thesis is

at 30o and the maximum distortion is reduced by 70% while in

DeBiccari's thesis it is at 900 and the reduction is only 5%.

Even though figures 5-2 through 5-5 show that the hydraulic

restraining device is not better at some specific locations,

the percentage in reduction shows that six (6) "shoes" is

more effective than two (2) semicircle "shoe", particularly

at the ends.

Using the same curved beam analysis as DeBiccari [19],

Castigliano's Second Theorem [28], the deflection can be

predicted. (See Appendix F for calculations.) Figure 5-7

shows that uniform and varying loading are very close in

deflection prediction. The measured deflection, &m, of this

thesis is between the predicted values and the corrected

predicted values.

Figure 5-8 compares the stiffness of the shoe" to the

nondimensionalized deflection (see Appendix F for

calculations) at the angular positions 00 and 30o at 0.25

inches away from the weld centerline. The deflections of

this thesis are the lines while DeBiccari's are the *. (His

did not change for 00 and 30o positions.) This figure shows

that DeBiccari's "shoe" applies less pressure than this

thesis's "shoe". (The higher pressure is intentional.)

However, it also shows that if more pressure is exerted on

the inner wall then the deflection is reduced.

So for a cylinder with a given radius, the deflection

can be-'d-t-c r,, 'nc and therey ,etting the criteria for the

stiffness at the end of the "shoe".
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Figure 5-7: Deflection Prediction, Empirical
and Corrected, for Varying and
Uniform Loading
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Stiffness Curve
at x = 025" for 0'and 30V
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Figure 5-8: Stiffness Curve at 0.25" from weld
centerline for Angular Positions
of 00 and 30o
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5..42. Di scussi on: Resi dual Str-esses

Figure 5-9 [29] shows the axial residual stresses on the

inner surface a pipe at various distances from the weld

centerline. Figure 5-10 [7] shows the stresses on both the

inner and outer surfaces. Close to the weld on the inner

surface, the stresses are in tension and close to the yield

strength. It changes very rapidly from tensile to

compression within an inch. The results in [24] are similar.

Because of this rapid change, this experiment only measured

stresses close to the weld centerline and they are in

agreement with these figures. The stresses on the outer

surface are in compression and this thesis's results are in

agreement with this figure.

Heat sink welding is also used to reduce axial tensile

stresses or even induce compressive stresses on the inner

surface of the pipe. [30] Figure 5-11 [31] compares residual

stresses of a conventional weld to the heat sink weld. This

experiment does not induce compressive stresses but does

reduce the tensile stresses on the inner surface.

A computational model has been has been developed by

Rybicki and McGuire. [4] The procedure that it is used for

is Induction Heating for Stress Improvement (IHSI). IHSI

process consists of placing an induction coil around a welded

pipe to heat the pipe while the interior is cooled by water.

In the computational model, IHSI process alters the thermal

history through the pipe wall bence producing compressive

stresses on the inner surface of the pipe. Rybicki states
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Centre line

Figure 5-9: Inner Surface Residual
4 Stresses in a Stainless

Steel Pipe [29]
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Figure 5-11: A Comparison of Residual
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Conventional Weld and
a Heat Sink Weld [31]
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that these computed values of residual stress agree with

experimental data.

Rybicki and Brust [16] uses a computational model to

determine residual stresses for backlay welding. Backlay

welding is sommelier to IHSI process but the heating is

provided by a series of axial welds deposited along the outer

surface of the pipe. It also changes the tensile stresses on

the inner surface to compressive stresses. The computed

values are in agreement with experimental data.

Table 5-1 compares the residual stresses of this thesis

to DeBicarri's [19] thesis at the 00 and end of the "shoe"

for no restraint and 250 psi restraint. On the inner

surface, the percentage of reduction in this thesis's

stresses, both axial and circumferential, is about half that

of DeBiccari's. The percentage tends to increase with the

angular position.

On the outer surface, the circumferential stresses for

this experiment changed from tensile to compressive while

DeBiccari's did not. In fact, his values increased.

One might expect that reduction percentage of the

stresses would be similar to that of distortion since axial

stresses are partially caused by bending stresses resulting

from distortion. But that is not the case in this

experiment; there's a significant difference. Thus, the

reduction of stresses cannot predicted by distortion alone.

This thesis does not intend to consider any of these other

factors.
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Table 5-1: Comparison of Residual Stresses [ksi]
Between This Thesis, *, and
DeBiccari's, + [19]

Inner Surface

Position No Restraint With "Shoe"
* + * +

-4

23.55 32.7 21.21 23.9
o 48.88 38.5 40.71 16.8

Co 45.56 34.7 36.61 19.9
ax 61.88 41.0 59.04 12.0

Reduction Percentage % * +

o 0 23

Ox -v56

o 17 5

o 20 43
0 5 71

Outer Surface

Position No Restraint With "Shoe"
* + * +

o 9.51 .6 -0.91 7.1
x -31.59 -35.1 -40.44 -15.9

.O 2.41 1.7 -1.28 7.20 -45.48 -37.7 -41.75 -17.3

Reduction Percentage % * +

o 109 1183 increase

a 128 increase 55

GO 153 423 increase
0 9 54

t
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There is a similar pattern to the stresses reduction

when looking at the angular positions for a particular stress

or within the same experiment. There is hardly any change in

the shear stress in either way of looking.

The hydraulic restraining device does not change the

inner surface's stresses from tensile to compressive but does

reduce them. However, the reduction is not as much as

expected. Even though the hydraulic restraining device has a

pressure gage and the hydraulic pump can be controlled during

welding, there's still no way to ensure that there is

constant contact and uniform pressure on the inner surface.

Therefore, some of the heat sink effect is lost.

There is no analysis on residual stresses with respect

to the axial distance. The experiment is limited to 0.5

inches from the weld centerline because of the limitation on

the strain gage indicator.

5.3. ConC 1 usi ons

Distortion and residual stresses are a result of thermal

strains and stress. As a result, stress corrosion cracking,

fatigue failure, brittle fracture, and reduce in collapse

strength may occur. Various procedures to control distortion

and residual stresses have been investigated.

The purpose of this thesis is to design a hydraulic

restraining device and investigate its effects on distortion

and residual stresses. Employing this system, measurements

have been taken of the distortion and strains (which residual
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stresses are calculated from) on three specimens for a

circumferential pipe weld, also known as a girth weld. The

following conclusions are made:

1. Distortion is significantly reduced, a maximum of

85% when employing the hydraulic restraining device

2. By increasing the number of point sources, i.e.

"restraining shoes", the end of the "shoe" is more

- effective

3. Distortion is reduced when pressure exerted on the

inner wall increases

4. Residual stresses cannot be predicted by distortion

alone

5. Residual stresses are reduced, a maximum of 20% on

the inner surface and a change from tensile to

compressive on the outer circumferential stress.

6. The hydraulic pistons may limit the size of the

device thereby limiting the size of the pipe that

it can be used in.

5.4- Fu %ureL Cons ider.atioans

Since stresses and distortion do not attain their final

values until cooling, there is still a need to be able to

sense the expansion and contraction of the specimen during

welding, otherwise known as in-process control. The

hydraulic restraining device design for this thesis can be

controlled but it still does not guarantee that the "shoes"

keep In contact with the inner surface. It does not have an
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in-processing sensor. Thereby, an optimum restraining force

is still unknown.

Instead of using a digital micrometer for measuring

distortion, another sophisticated method should be used.

9 There is a lot of room for human error with the setting of

the micrometer. This could possibly be a reason why one of

the specimens showed expansion instead of contraction.

When recording the strain changen on the pistons and

shoes' during the weld process, continue to record the

changes throughout the cooling period. Also ensure the

strain gages and bonding adhesive can withstand the high

temperatures.

To obtain data for more of an in depth analysis, it is

necessary to increase the number of strain gages that can

measured simultaneously. This is a function of the equipment

that is available to the laboratory.

The hydraulic restraining device, as is, cannot be used

on smaller diameter pipes. A more thorough search is

necessary for the design, in particular, the various sizes of

the pistons. These pistons are also cumbersome for very

large pipes, not to mention any pressure vessels. It would

be more advantageous to find another means of exerting a

continuous force.
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APPENDIX A

EQUIPMENT DETAILS

1. MILLER Syncrowave 500 Power Supply Settings:

Polarity DCSP

Contactor Remote

Current Panel

Hi Freq Off

Craterfill Out

Start Current Off

AC Balance Ignore

Post Flow Adjust

Bottom Right Controls Ignore

2. JETLINE Engineering Arc Length Control System Settings:

Voltage 11 Volts

Up/Down Manual to position torch

Auto to control arc length during

weld

Touch Retract Broken

Start Delay Adjust accordingly

Sensitivity Midway

Stop Retract Adjust accordingly

Torch Water cooled

Argon Gas 12 psi
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3. LINDE J-GOV Traveler U

Levers adjust sideways position

Handwheel adjusts front/back position

Toggle switch micro-adjusts torch position, stop

for stationary position

4. AIRCO Heliweld Wire Feeder

Connect to stem beside torch

Range Switch on low

Feed Switch position accordingly on

Reverse/Forward/Neutral

Speed Dial set on A+1.5 units (no operator's manual

to convert into length per second but from

timing and measuring this setting converts to

1.45 inches per second)

5. ARONSON Positioning Table

Direction Control Box for forward or reverse

Tilt Control Box for 0-90 degrees positioning

Speed Controller is a turn gage but a rpm

controller is attached to convert rpm's to

distance per minute

A special brace of threaded rods was made to hold

the pipe onto the tilt wheel while in the

horizontal position
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APPENDIX B
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Operating Manuals for
Day'tronics Converter and
Vishay Strain Indicator

~~4

The following pages are excerpts out of manuals from

references and [221 and [321 and a printout of the MING's

Fortran computer program [23].
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Model 9178A
.Nov. 1981

AU .2 Ul

HZ S + CAL NULL

"9000" Modular ! ! CALLInstrument System STRAIN GAGE CONDITIONER moon 9178A 0 r

% Model 9178A
Strain Gage Conditioner
Instruction Manual

The Model 9178A is a signal conditioner for use with resistance strain gage trans-
ducers requiring A C excitation. It performs all necessary balancing and calibra-
tion functions, and filters and amplifies the input signal to standard 9000 System
levels.

, With its phase-sensitive carrier-amplifier design, this module is intended for appli-
cations involving transformer coupling to the transducer bridge (as with rotary-

., transformer torque sensors) or for operations that require high sensitivity with
optimum signal-to-noise characteristics.

*.1

Manufacturer of Intelligent Instrument Systems

navrmonc
Daytronic Corporation 0 2589 Corporate Place • Miamisburg, OH 45342 0 513/866-3300
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Model 9178A

I. Specifications and Significant I/O Connections

Table 1. Specifications, Model 9178A

Input Transducers: 4-arm bridges, 90 to 2000 ohms, Common-Mode Rejection: Greater than 120 dB.
nominally 1 to 5 mV/V, full scale. Internal completion
of 2-arm bridges is also possible. Output Ripple and Noise: 0.15% of full scale (rms), maxi-

mum.
Cables: 4-, 6-, or 7-wire, depending on application: 5000

ft. maximum length. Accuracy*: 0.1% of full scale.

,z Bridge Excitation: Regulated 6 V-AC at 3 kHz. Dimensions: Standard single-width module.

Balance Adjustment: 10-turn Coarse and Fine controls: Operating Temperature Range: +40' F to +1300 F (+440 C
will balance 0.8 mV/V initial unbalance. to +54.4 0 C).

Span Adjustment: 10-turn Coarse and Fine controls, 0.5 Power Requirements: Obtains power from Mainframe
to 5 mV/V, full scale. Supply.

Outputs: "Prime" and "Called." Standard Five-Volt Data
Signal (see "Appendix," 9000 Catalog). Referenced to the Five-Volt Output. and including the combined effects

of nonlinearity, ine-voltage variations between 105 and 130 V, ambient
Frequency Response: Selectable low-pass cutoff fre- temperature variations of ,_30 F degres about starting value, and six-

months drill of zero and span. Rated accuracy assumes operation withquencies of 0.2, 2, 200, and 500 Hz: down 60 dB per the Model 9530A Digital indicator (or equivalent), using System Ref-
decade above cutoff. Full-scale slew time is 1.4/f erence Voltage in a ratiometric technique Possible errors contributed
seconds, where f is cutoff frequency. by transducer or cable are not included.

14ire outp t 1. Installation and Cabling
u- 1 alldot

Strain Gage 1. Carefully read the "Initial Instructions" section (IV)
""mne npu i t, ' Conditioner of your 9000 System Manual.

9M7dA i 1_-02. OSCILLATOR SYNCHRONIZATION: Remove the
Connector- module from its slot and make sure the Master/Slave
mating connector Switch ("S1 " of Fig. 8) has been properly set. If your
is No 57-30140 system contains only one 9178A and no 9130 or 9132
(furnished) Fig. 1 Significant I/O Connections* modules, set the 9178A at "MASTER": if you have

more than one 9178A or a 9178A and one or more
9130 or 9132 modules, set ONE of these modules

* For graphic symbols used in this figure. see "Introduction to input (either a 9178A, 9130, or9132)at MASTER," and the
Signal Conditioners.' 9000 Catalog For standard signal interlace remaining modules at "SLAVE." Refer to yourMode/
specifications bus functions. and pin assignments, see "Appendix." 9130 or 9132 Instruction Manual for switch location.
9000 Catalog

3. TRANSDUCER I/O CONNECTION: When connect-
ing a non-Daytronic transducer to the Module I/0

Module I/O Connector Provides connection for external Connector at the rear of the 9178A module, use the
transducer. appropriate cabling as given in Fig. 2. When a Day-

tronic transducer is used, the necessary cable is
Cali Input: Logic signal that places "Called Output" on normally supplied with the system. Fig. 3 gives the

the Called Signal Bus (see "Glossary," 9000 Catalog). cable for connecting a Lebow 1600 Series Rotary
Torque Transducer (only).

Called Output: Analog output placed on the Called Signal
Bus when and only when the 9178A is in receipt of a NOTE: In all but the shortest four- and six-wire ca-
"Call Input" signal. bles, extraneous voltage drops can produce signifi-

cant errors when a "Shunt Calibration" procedurePrime Output: Continuously available analog output (described in Section II!) is attempted. The seven-
brought to system Patch-Wire Facility for intercon- wire configuration, however, provides a separate
nection with other system elements or peripheral path for "Calibration Current," thus allowing valid

, devices, transfer of transducer calibration data, irrespective
J0, ut cable length. For optimum accuracy, we there-

W Oscillator Synchronization: Allows all system 3-kHz fore recommend seven-wire cabling whenever you
excitation signals to be synchronized from a single intend to perform a "Shunt Calibration."
"Master" source, to prevent development of beat 78
frequencies (see Step 2, below).
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Fig. 2 Transducer Cabling
II. Calibration

+ EXC
DEADWEIGHT CALIBRATION: You can achieve the z C'"

most accurate results through an overall "Deadweight 2 0 9 d

Calibration," which necessarily takes into account all ,

fixed resistance characteristics of the transducer/cable 4 IG

system. 5 ,

1A. Turn mainframe power ON. Allow 5 minutes for 7 4 ',

warm-up.

2A. Check to make certain that the mainframe FAULT
indicator is out. If this light is ON, see Part 4 of "Initial 4-WiRE CONFIGURATION

Instructions" and also the respective Mainframe In-
struction Manual.

P .
3A. Set the front-panel Coarse and Fine SPAN controls 4 'xc

fully clockwise (see Fig. 4). 2 0 el9

4A. ZERO ADJUSTMENT; Establish a zero input by re- +SG-I

moving all load from the strain gage transducer.
Push the front-panel NULL button and alternately 6 * * .
adjust the R and C BALANCE controls to produce a 7 g-4 0 1 4
minimum output value for the9178A (minimum = least -- C
positive or most negative). This output may be dis-
played via a Model 9515A, 9530A, 9590, or 9635.

6-WIRE CONFIGURATION
Release the NULL button and bring the output read-
ing to zero by means of the Coarse and Fine R
BALANCE controls.

5A. SPAN ADJUSTMENT: Apply an accurately known I + 8 -

value of input loading to the transducer - a value 2 0 y 9
(positive or negative) from 80% to 100% of the trans- 3 "[ -SIG
ducer's nominal rating. Using the Coarse and Fine 4 0 ii

SPAN controls, adjust the 9178A output to equal this 5
value. 13 0

6A. SYMMETRY ADJUSTMENT: See Step 5B, below.

SHUNT CALIBRATION-an easier though less accurate
technique - may be employed when overall "dead- 7- WIRE CONFIGURATION

weighting" is impossible or inconvenient, and is good for
a general accuracy of 1% to 3%.'

If a fixed resistor is shunted across one arm of a strain
Greater accuracy is possible, iftihe transducer manufacturer specifies gg rde tpoue nublneeuvln ota
a preciseiy known "Euivaient input." of a particular value of mechanical input." If this "Equiv-

alent Input" value is accurately known, you can use it as a
reference point for calibrating the system.

Ampheno 57-30140
C ._yrncn9Daytronic 250 ,O lB. First determine the "EQUIVALENT INPUT" VALUE

RED Pin: for your particular combination of Shunt Calibration
Resistance (R., in ohms)" and transducer.

8 . +EXC
a. If the transducer manufacturer does not specify

3 C -EX an "Equivalent Input" (X), you may easily calcu-1, BROWN" " -late this value, which depends on the transducer's
4Bridge Resistance (Rb. in ohms) and Full-Scale

N+SIG Sensifivity (K, in mV/V full scale) - two variables
6 13 1 Salmost always given by the manufacturer. Use

_________-__--HITE ___ -S this equation to find Xasapercentageof lull-scale

7 tA0 14 Eoutput:
ORANGE CAL

VIOLE 25000 (mViV) Rb
NC NC X - - - - - - 0/0

10,00FEETK R,I 3.05 METERS ,

NOTE: Color-coding is for Daytronic factory- where R, z 59000 ohms, unless a replacement re-
wired cable Model 85-S, using four twisted sistor has been installed (see below).
Shielded pairs of AWG #24 wire 79

'"Thi Model 9178A is normally shipped wilh a precision 59 k ohm cal-
Fig. 3 Cabling for Lebow 1600 Series braiton resistor installed for this purpose (labelled R86 in Fi9 81
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Model 9178A

For example, suppose you have a load cell with a 26. Follow Steps 2A through 4A of the DEADWEIGHT
full-scale rating of 1000 lb. The manufacturer CALIBRATION procedure, above.

specifies a 350-ohm bridge and a full-scale sensi-
tivity of 2 mV/V. Using the 9178A's internal shunt 3B. SPAN ADJUSTMENT: Push the +CAL button. Using

resistor, an "Equivalent Input" would be pro- the Coarse and Fine SPAN controls, adjust the 9178A
duced equal to output to equal the "Equivalent Input" simulated by

the shunt (i.e., the value determined in Step 1B).
X 25000 (mV/V) x 350 ohms
X 7 48. NEGATIVE CALIBRATION: If a negative "Equivalent

2 mV/V x 59000 ohms scale reading. Input" is also provided, press the -CAL button, and
confirm that the same settings of the Coarse and Fine

Because only nominal values have been used, SPAN controls (from Step 3B) also produce this
this is an approximation, but good for general negative output reading. If not, see Step 5B.
calibration accuracy of 1% to 3%.

5B. SYMMETRY ADJUSTMENT: If, after Step 5A or 4B,
To determine the actual input simulated by the you find that the transducer does not behave sym-
shunt, simply multiply X by the rated full-scale metrically in both positive and negative directions,
capacity of the transducer. In the above example, first remove the front panel (two screws in upper
this would yield 741.5 lb. corners) to access the Symmetry Adjustment at the

extreme right. Do not remove the module from its
b. If the transducer manufacturer specifies an slot. (This adjustment has been factory-set for as-

"Equivalent Input" for some Rc other than 59 sumed symmetrical transducer characteristics.)
kifohms, you can either (1) replace the 59 K shunt
in the 9178A with a resistor of the value specified Repeat the procedure for positive calibration. Then
by the manufacturer, and then proceed to use the press the -CAL button and adjust the symmetry con-
given "Equivalent Input"; or (2) you can calculate trol to get a reading equal to the negative input ap-
an "Equivalent Input" usable with the installed 59 K plied ("deadweighted") or simulated (by shunt).
calibration resistor:

Rc

XS = XM
59000

where X. is the "Equivalent Input" simulated by
the shunt; Xm is the "Equivalent Input" specified Fig. 4 Model 9178A Front Panel
by the manufacturer; and Rc is the calibration
resistance specified by the manufacturer. BALANCE SPAN

CuM P C u m
Forexample, ifthemanufacturerhascalibratfda R ( R 0 C 0
10004b. load cell using a 39-kilohm shunt resistor,
and specifies an "Equivalent nput" of637 lb., then K .2 if

the input simulated by the 9178A's 59-kilohm re- Hz , 200 .1 + CAL - NULL

sistor will be Q Q El l

39000 ohms
Xs : 637 lb. - 421 lb. STRAIN GAGE CONDITIONER ,,0o. 9178A 0

59000 ohms

0 -o ,o- o A0o 1@fo=0.7 Air

-10 Aou--a .i0) fu- 0 001An
- - T=1.4/f 0-2 ___ - ,-

7 9 3 where Aout:Output amplitude
-40 Aninput amplitude

," f0 selected cutoff frequency
-so ......... . . T=time-to-answer in seconds

S--(output of filter within 0.1%-H -of final value after step-- 0 ,.. . 0 function is applied)
0,1 t.O1

.? k ,FREOUENCY

Fig. 5 Low-Pass Filter Characteristics
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IV. Operation

The only required procedure is low-pass FILTER SELEC- uSE JUMPER WIE
TION, by means of the two graphically coded push but- 4 RORS _

tons on the front panel (see Fig. 4 and the following table). +_ T SIG _ _ _ C__
I-

-SIG 7
Switch 1 Switch 2 Cutoff Frequency - 36

IN IN 0.2Hz
IN OUT 2 Hz
OUT IN 200 Hz
OUT OUT 500 Hz

Lowering the cutoff frequency means more effective Fig. 6 Star Bridge Diagram

noise elimination - but also an increased time-to-
answer ("slew time"). The equations in Fig. 5 give the
fundamental relationships. cuit yourself, following the diagram in Fig 6. (Use

180-ohm, 10%-carbon resistors for a 350-ohm
The front-panel CALL indicator lights when a "Call Input" bridge, and 56-ohm resistors fora 120-ohm bridge.

command is present. Solder pairs of resistors separately, and then con-
nect the two junctions by a separate jumper wire
Use a short 4-wire cable, as shown.)

V. Verification of Normal Operation c. If the abnormal conditions observed in Step 2
have now disappeared, your original transducer

In the event of a system malfunction, the following pro- and cable are suspect. However, if you are still
cedures should help you determine whether or not the unable to ZERO and SPAN correctly, the 9178A
Model 9178A is a possible source of failure. For general module is probably faulty.
troubleshooting strategy, see the section entitled "Mal-
function-Diagnosis and Repair" in the "Initial Instruc- 4. In the eventof excessive output noise, you can easily
tions" section (IV) of your 9000 System Manual. check low-pass filter operation. Arrange to view the

module output directly on a DC-coupled oscillo-
1. To verify 9178A operation, first arrange to view the scope. For proper terminals, consult the System

module output directly on the system Digital Indi- Block Diagram and Mainframe Patch-Wire Connec-
cator (or equivalent). Remove from the mainframe tions Drawing included in Section III of your 9000
any other modules that might unduly load the ob- System Manual .
served output signal.

a. Select the 500-Hz cutoff frequency (both buttons
2. To check ZERO and SPAN operation, OUT). Press the +CAL button, and observe the

square-wave response of the output.*

a. Establish a zero input by removing all load from
the strain gage transducer. Attempt to zero the b. Then select the 0.2-Hz cutoff (both buttons IN).
9178A output via the front-panel BALANCE con- Again press the +CAL button. The response
trols, as in Step 4A of Section III. Then push the should now be very slow, requiring about seven
+CAL button and attempt to adjust the output via seconds to reach final value. ,
the SPAN controls, so that it equals the value of

the "Equivalent Input" simulated by the shunt re- c. If the FILTER buttons have no effect on the square-
sistor (as in Step 3B of Section 11). You may also wave response, the module is probably faulty. If,
confirm up-scale spanning of the 9178A by means however, you see the response described in Step b,
of the Model 9413 Strain Gage Simulator, which then the noise probably originates from pickup in
connects to the 9178A Module I/O Connector (in the test leads or from common-mode effects of
place of the transducer) and has a push button for ground loops or other sources.
transmission of a step-function input of approxi-
mately 12 mV (i.e., 2 mV per V of excitation). 5. Output nonlinearity can result from a damaged

transducer, an excessive signal level, or a faulty con-
b. If conditions appear normal, and the 9178A output ditioner. If you suspect a nonlinear output.

is stable (free of drift) and quiet (free of excessive
noise), then skip to Step 5. a. Establish a zero input by removing all load from

the transducer, and adjust the BALANCE controls
3. If you are unable to ZERO and SPAN correctly, you for zero output, as in Step 4A of Section III (You

should ascertain whether the fault lies in the module may also use the Model 9413 or a similar star-
or in the transducer/cable system. To do so, you may bridge circuit to simulate a transducer in an exact

condition of balance-see Step 3,b) Push the
a. Substitute a transducer/cable known to be in +CALbuttonandnotethedisplayedoutput-signal

good condition, and repeat Step 2; or value (yl).

b. Connect to the 9178A I/O Connector a star-bridge b. Remove the module and replace the installed cai-
circuit in an exact condition of balance and re- bration resistor (r i , labelled "R86" in Fig. 8) with
peat Step 2.

The Model 9413 constitutes such a star bridge. You may also iu,e lhe Model 943 S a,n, Gage $Smuafo aptovde this

Also, you may easily construct the necessary cir- up-scale step-iunction input



% Model 9178A

another (r2) of approximately 50% greater value.
Ail The 9178A is normally shipped with an r, of 59

kilohms (indicating an r2 of about 88.5 K). Do not
use an r2 lower than ri: this might produce an oft-
scale output outside the module's linear range.

c. Reinsert the module, push the -CAL button again.
and note the new output-signal value (y2).

4,d The observed output values should bear an inverse
-clation to the corresponding resistances. Y17'Y2
r2/r,, so that an r2 value about 50% greater than r,

% should yield a Y2 value about 66.6% of y1 This
P check will confirm the essential linearity o1 the

module.

VI. Circuitry and Parts
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'I.1

3.0 DESCRIPTION OF CONTROLS

3.1 CALIB Switch Shunts both the 1202 and 35C:-

internal durmmies to read

5000,o at GF=2. Thus can be

used either to verify instru-

ment accuracy or to compensate

for lead-wire desensitization

on quarter bridge operation.

3.2 OUTPUT Jack Two DC outputs available:

requires 3-circuit plug

(provided). "Shank" connection

used as ground return for both.

Disconnects Null Meter when

used.

Scope output ("ring" connection):

Provides filtered DC for

observing dynamic signals with

high-impedance scope or

recorder (source impedance

7,0002) . Linear range 0±250

millivolts with sensitivity

variable (using SEN1SITIVITY

Control) from approx. 0.2 to

20 mv/t. Noise and ripple

approx. 3 + imv. Flat *5%

DC to 60 Hz.

d Galvo output ("tip" connection):

Provides unfiltered DC current

to an external null meter or

oscillograph galvanometer.

(Meter must highly reject ikHz

carrier components.) Suggested

external meter: ±1/2 ma, 100

resistance. SENSITIVITY

*control adjusts sensitivity

from approx. 0.08 to 8WE/ua.
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5.3 For quarter bridge operation it is suggested that
the Strain Indicator be at approximately the same

ambient temperature as the active gaqe and test

structure. This is because the "dummy" gage in

the Indicator is also a standard strain gage and

produces the normal apparent strain (due to non-ideal

temperature compensation.) For "room temperature"

testing between 60' and 100*F (15 and 40*C], the

residual apparent strain caused by a temperature

difference between the "active" and "dummy" gaqes

can generally be neglected, but where either gage is

below 60*F [15'C], best zero stability will be

achieved by either (1) being certain that both the

active gage and Indicator are close to the same

temperature or, (2) use of a true unstrained

"compensating" gage in the environment of the active

gage.
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FORTRA N T. vO * C, F vi' 1.4 .5 A4 '1 02 04 OK1.

C
o p [T N i A3 InIN 2 1 P LL * 012j

C
TI 1-1 L-- r. E~ E. E 4 ) 1. H U Mi I:;-* 14 f. N 1i 1:: Ak F, C.. ' S 1 i i

C, N 02 AN DAY 1: T K T N S L M P 65 L11 I L 4 U HA I IC 10i

C 4 :10 1 TO 0-4 FOFI, S TR~i1N GAC-LiS;
o, 4O 20 -)4 F:10 R ti/fc

c

i(1 1(1 R, J

C 1. 1 A F R 86

0001 LOG I L>:L* 1 FNANiE ( 15)7 T.LJ(20)
0 00)2 LG I 131CA L* 1 B UF 1 4 ) BLIP'U 2 (2 6 ) BU : 3 E, U ) 1 P4 /)

C2 If a Odi I' I v iL 1*1Iumbe of, ci otnjrre s '2 IUFAN riot I.40) 610 SIQ ~ t'

c Old n Se .Lhe DIiENS IO 0 or Lhe P rw fjilow ilu n 'osaec .u ]'
O IX BO 2 CA 01.'29N N)P0V'2 9 Y NUHA W 4 V 9 Y2 NC~h^I

0003 LOG I C2AL* 1 I X ( 2 10 ),BOUT '2 90
0004 LOGI CAL*1I DOT'2(9 i0)VAL ( )Y 10)
0005 LOGI CAL* I YN P YN'S1 YNFL
0006 D IMENS ION 1( 3000)
0002) EL()U IV 1..ENLEC ('O U T '2 1 V YA '2 1 '1.

0008 £ NTEGER4694 I TM:T p I INK)

C

0009 D Al A DuI:KIL/ 'L', '0' , P3/
0010 14 D 1.iUES 'F 2) I / * N, 7 I1 ' X'1/
0011 D'ATrA BUF3/'U y y'< 'L v 1.
0 12 DA"T, YU' ! U / ' ' L ' '4. y v ' 0' '0' v 1/

A Ar 1, c:1 IX corntai, s A.,iive i iniibe f-' of' Li* 0ip t is3 1 1(o ;dir0 U)'

c I f T i. I'll? 'it c( Iei 6f21 f~,E'Ls r3P -d~lpi-1 d- I , 1$.1t16."be2 (115160'Io iccfifflhl

FO R TA N fIV vO()2.1 P" [i~1 8 6 0 9:4 0:392 1- PAHE §02

2 1. ''1v 111-, 2 y'2','34' 9'21,U' y !4LL,.AS 4** tt&

C NCH AN s i I .u i e 1ie t, tu Itoe In iUM) Y. oi chon riot. - 12351 00.4 sdalf lf

0014 N NEH-1A NA' 4



0015 NCHR 1 4
0016 NCHR2= 6
0017 NCHR3=4
0018 NCHR4=7
0019 INS 'R=p
0020 NCHR=20 

C
C .' , ,'JL rfi.Ie ;Iri t,16 Lii t :i.L)i
C

0021 TYE <E ' tHIT I S HL i'hL - O1- THAE O UfPUT I ILL
-- 0022 ACCE'T 7'01 (FNANE I) IL P.1 )

0023 701 FORMAT(14A1)

0024 FNAME (15) =0
0025 OPEN , iN I T= I. 5 N:AMEFNAME FE-:: 'NI iW C S 1"4C - iL'I-N T L-_

IFORMz='FORMATTED')
0026 TYPE ' DOI Yt0U WANT AN INF0RMA-T[ 1 I C 1) N -IE (:I,: F B C!,V N "'"
0027 ACCEPT 70,YN
0028 70 FORMAT (Al)
0029 IF (YN L' '') UO TO 100
0031 CALL N F O---

C
C

0032 TYPE * y -OW MANY CHANNELS DO YOU WANT TO SAMI- _--
0033 ACCE-F"T *vNCHAN

C "

C Tijme steps rfiritior,
C

0034 100 TYPE *,' ENTER TIME LIMITS FOR EVERY INTERVAL'
0035 TYPE *,' ( ENTER TI. 2,T3 IN 1/10 SECONDS )'
0036 ACCEPT *,TI,T2,T3
0037 TY'E *,' ENTER TIME STEP SIZE FOR EVERY INTERVAL
0038 'TYPE *,' (TIITI2 7 TI3 IN 1/1.0 SECONDS)'
0039 TYPE *,' NOTE THAT THE TIME STEPS MUST BE
0040 TYPE *,' GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 0.1 SEC
0041 TYPE *,' (FOR 5 STRAIN GAGES AND.5 THERMOCOUPLES)
0042 ACCEPT *,TI1,TI2,TI3
0043 N=1
0044 TI=TI1
0045 T(1)=0.0
0046 40 IF(T(N).GE.TI) TI=TI2
0048 IF(T(N).GE.T2) TI=TI3
0050 IF(T(N).GE.T3) GO TO 41
0052 T(N+I)=T(N)+TI
0053 N=N+1
0054 GO TO 40
005- 41 CONTINUE
FORTRAN IV V02.5 Fri ll-Apr-S6 09:40:32 PAGE 003

0056 TYPE 702 ,(T(IJK)iIJ1\=,N)
0057 702 FORMA T(IH ,15(/1X,8F10.2))
0058 iY., l E *, ' *** ARE TIME STEFS Ok ?' (Y/N) . :'
0059 ACCEPT 70,YNST
0060 IF (YNST.E.'N') GO TO 100

C
C Set the 9635 response time to 0 (Ief, 'ilt i.s 334 ms,-?cs)
C

0062 CALL IBSEND (BUF4,NCHR4p1NSTR)
0063 CALL IBTERM()

C Saini n iir, Phasec-
0064 PAUSE ' TYPE A CARRIAGE RETURN TO START SAMFILING
0065 TYPE *, 'TYPE A SECOND CARRIAGE RETURN TO STOP I

.. --AA -A.



C
00&'6 CALL GTIM(ITMO)

0067 CALL CVTTIM(11M0, IAO YIMO ISO71 To)
C
C Loop for all time steF?'5
C

0068 DO 1211 JJ=lyN
0069 1 CALL OTIMIIITMI)
0070 CALL CVYTT'IM(I'TM1IHIMliIIIS1,YITl)
0071 TIM=( IHl-IH0)*3,50OO.+( IMl-IM0)*600.±( ]:SI3-S0)*lO.+( ITI-ITO)/6.
0072 IF(TIII.LT.T(JJ)) GO TO 1
0074 CALL GTIM(ITMl)
0075 CALL CVTTIi1(IrFMIPI~il1lIIITl)
0076 TIM=( Ill-IHO)*36000.+( IM-IM0A*00 . ( IS1-IS0~O)*. H IT-ITO)'6 .

C Send "LOC * (9635 mfefftr f~reezo) co m iard
C

0077 901 CALL IEISEND (EUFirNCHRlYINS,:TR'
0078 JJ1-JJ-1
0079 000=TIM/l0.
0080 TYPE 7/1,Jj,JQ

*0081 713 FORMAT(3XI')YF0.3)
C
C Loop for all chantnels
C

0082 rio 103 JL=IvNCHAN
0083 DO 104 J=1Y20
0084 104 BUF(J)='
0085J BUF2(4)=IX(1,JL)
0086 BUF2(5_)=IX(2YJL)

C
C Send * CHN X' (charnel sampl inE) COrniiand
C

0087 902 CALL IBSEND (BUF2?NCHR2YINSTR)
C
C Input arallel data frOTI the 963'
C

FORTRAN IV V 2 .5 Fri 11-APr-86 09:40:.32 PAGE 004

0088 900 CALL IBRECV (BUFNCHRINSTR)
C
C Get rid of LFPCR or unreadable characters
C

0089 DO 111 I=4,12
0090 JLI=(JL-1)*9+I-3
0091 IF (BUF(I).NE.*15) GO TO 112
0093 BUF(I)='
0094 112 IF (EUF<).NE.0O) GO TO 11
0096 BFI=
0097 11 IF (EUF(I).NE.*12:) GO TO 111
0099 BFI=
0100 i11 EIOUT(JLI)=TI.JF(I)
0101 103 CONTINUE

C
C Send * UNL * (9635- memr unf reeze ) QoTrI~arid
C

0i102 903 CALL IPSENtI (13UF3rNCHF3?INSTR)
C
C Set data to Proper rormat

C
0103 11O 93 l=IYNCHAN
0104 J9=9

0105 DO 92 IL=1,9 9
0106 IL1=9-IL+1

I A-7 TL/II 111t i r i c .' ' r TO Q'



,110 J9=J9-1

0111 92 CONTINUE

0113 94 BOT(J,I)=' ,/

0114 93 CONTINUE /"

C .-/
C Write the datal to the disc/ird di.isli see or-I the tertrw l

,' C If NCHAN is chariged, FORt5IWT 703 miist be chanied aceo 'dtrs- I u

C
0115 WRITE (l5,703)0O, 9 (LT,IL-".-9)? 1INHAH)

-- 0116 703 FORMAT(1X,FIO.3,4X,4XIlX'9A1 ))

C TYPE 704,(E4OT(IL,I',IL=iY)
' I=I '3)' CEOT(MLvM),iLt ?),iA,S)

l 0117 704 FORMAT (15X,6(1X,9AI))
4. C

C Check., if a carripade return has been tvsned to stop s.r, itrns

C
0118 IY=ITTINR()

0119 IF(IY.GE.0) GO TO 122

0121 120 CONTINUE
0122 121 CONTINUE

-4. C

,. C End of Lime steps loo
C

0123 GO TO 125

0124 122 TYPE *, 'DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE SAMPLING IN THE SAME FILE (Y/N

0125 ACCEPT 70,YNFL

" 0126 IF (YNFL.NE.'N') GO TO 120

, FORTRAN IV V02.5 Fri 11-Apr-36 09:40:32 PAGE 005

C
C Store samplinrq information on the disk. and close 3jtput. file

C
0128 125 WRITE(15,710) TIT2,T3,TIITI2,TI3,N

0129 710 FORMAT(/5X,'TIME LIMITS FOR EACH INTERVAL :',3F10.3/

15X,'TIME STEP SIZES FOR EACH INTERVAL :',3F10.3/

P 4  
25X,'TOTAL NUMBER OF TIME STEPS :',15)

K 0130 CLOSE (UNIT=f5)

0131 STOP
0132 END

.4 FORTRAN IV Storage Map for Prosram Unit .MAIN.

Local Variables, *PSECT $DAIA, Size = 030136 ( 6191. words)

Name TjPe Offset Name Tvpe Offset Name Tvpe Offset

I 1*2 030010 IHO 1*2 030052 IHI 1*2 030064

IJK I*2 030050 IL 1*2 030116 ILl 1*2 030120

*.IMO 1*2 030054 IMi 1*2 030066 INSTR 1*2 030004

ISO 1*2 030056 ISI 1*2 030070 ITMO 1*4 027766

ITMI 1*4 027762 ITO 1*2 030060 IT1 1*2 030072

* IY 1*2 030124 3 1*2 030110 J1 1*2 030062

JJ1 1*2 030100 JL 1*2 030106 JLI 1*2 030112

31 1*2 030122 39 1:*2 030114 N 1*2 030042

* NCHAN 1*2 027772 NCHR 1*2 030006 NCHRI 1*2 027774

NCHR2 1*2 027776 NCHR3 1*2 030000 NCHR4 I:X2 030002

00 R*4 030102 TI R*4 030044 TIM R* 4 030074

.W TI R*4 030026 T12 R*4 030032 TI3 R*4 030036

MW Ti R*4 030012 T2 R*4 030016 T3 R*4 030022

YN L*1 027756 YNFL L*l 027760 YNST L*1 027757

Local and COMMON Arrays:

u Name Type Seotion Offset ------ Size ------ Dimensions

BOT L*1 Vec $EATA 000250 000132 ( 45.) (910)

BOUT L*I $DATA 000116 000132 ( 45.) (90) 05

4"" t'.': .rt ,'.rX.-r.Zr.- -,t -> .K.Y.Y" ", YK<.:.y.3t.W." > & 3" ,f '.f1,..% ' -. .- 8<& .-8 ''*_ ,:.$
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% - P 7 Y T .-7 M V I

BUF2 L* $DATA 000050 000006 ( 3.) (6)

BUF3 L*1 $DLATA 000056 000004 ( 2,) (4)
BUF4 L*1 $)ATA 000062 000007 ( 4.) (7)

FNAME L*1 $DATA 000000 000020 ( G.) (16)
ix L ** $DATA 000071 000024 ( 10,) 2.10).,1. R*4 $DATA 000402 027340 ( 6000) (3000)

VAL L* Vec $iATA 000116 000132 ( 45.) (9.10)

Sib routies, Furc't :ors, atemerit ... Processo r-De' jied Furic't iortF:.

Name T 1:e NaITe TYF'e Naime T ve Na Ine L P e N ae lTveE

CVTTIM R*4 GTIM R*4 I BRECV 1.*2 IBSEND 1*2 I1TERM 1'2

INFO 1*2 ITTINR 1 2

i96



/ ,'., 1 If - -. , . .. . .

• /A ,, .,, ,, ,, ,1~~72~ A~t

BOOT UP MINC

Step I : Insert SYSTEM DISK in the left drive ( SY: ).

Step 2 : Insert PROGRAM DISK in the riget drive ( DK: ).

Step 3: Turn on the power switch.

Step 4 : Enter date and time
ex. 12-Jan-87 (return)

14:00 (return)

EDIT FILE

Step 1 : Type R KED (return) r, f

Step 2 : * appears on the screen, then type FILE NAME which youwant edit.

Step 3 : Edit file using cursole key.

Step 4 : When you finish editting, hit (gold key) (command key)
EXIT (enter key). Then * appears on the screen, please
hit ctrl- C.

COMPILE AND LINK SOURCE FILE

MINC has only FORTRAN COMPILER.

Step 1 : Make SOURCE FILE following the above steps. SOURCE
FILE NAME MUST HAVE .FOR discription. I i

ex. TEST.FOR

Step 2 : Type FORT FILE NAME (return).
ex. FOR TEST

Step 3 : Type LINK FILE NAME ,SY:PT S'V*
ex. LINK TEST,SY:PbTSMK
note: SY:PLTSVK is object file of plot sobroutines

RUN YOUR SOFTWARE P - e.

Step 1 Type RUN FILE NAME (return).
ex. RUN TEST

/WT
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APPENDIX C

PIPE LENGTH CALCULATIONS

In order for the end effects of the cylinder to be

ignored, then the length of the pipe needs to be determined

so that the cylinder will behave as one of infinite length.

This happens when [33]:

1 > 2 PI = 6.86 inches (C.1)
b

where 1 is the half length of the cylinder

and
b4 = 3(1-v 2 ) = 0.915 inches 4  (C.2)

(rt)2

PI = 3.14159

where v = 0.3, Poisson's ratio
r = 6.3125", outer radius of pipe
t = 0.3125", wall thickness

As long as the half length of the cylinder is greater

than 6.86 inches then the cylinder will behave as that of

infinite length and end effects can be ignored. The half

length of 9 inches ensures the infinite length assumption.

98
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APPENDIX D

STRAIN GAGES

The electrical conductivity of metals is explained from

the concepts of quantum mechanics. The theory indicates that

a perfectly periodic metallic crystal lattice has perfect

conductivity, zero electrical resistance. Resistance to the

passage of electrons arises from irregular spacing of the

metal ions. Thermal vibrating creates this irregularity.

Hence, electrical resistance increases on heating. Residual

stresses are a result of heating during, thus contributing to

this electrical resistance. [34]

Residual stresses are measured by the elastic strains

existing in the body. Strain gages measure these strains by

measuring the electrical resistance. A strain gage consists

of a thin metallic foil, bonded within insulating backing

called a carrier matrix or grid material. Figures D-l [23]

and D-2 [35] show a variety of strain gage configurations.

The electrical resistance of this grid material varies

linearly with strain. When the specimen is loaded or stress

relieved, the strain on its surface is transmitted to the

grid material by the adhesive and carrier matrix. The strain

of the specimen is determined by measuring the change in the

electrical resistance of the grid material. [36]
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Application of Strain Gages

To apply the strain gages to the surface of the

specimen, the surface is roughened with 240 grit sandpaper

and cleaned with isopropyl alcohol. When no more

contaminants are visual after cleaning with isopropyl

alcohol, then the strain gage is be bonded to the surface.

Do not touch the gage with hands, use tape or tweezers.

To ensure the gage is in the correct position, tape it to the

surface with transparent tape. Lift the gage leaving some of

the tape adhered, like a hinge, and apply the catalyst to the

back of the gage. Then apply the adhesive to the surface

where the gage will adhere. Replace the gage on the surface,

cover with a teflon film to protect skin from catalyst and

adhesive, and press down firmly for approximately one minute.

Inspect the gage for full adhesion. If not, repeat the steps

with a new gage. If it is fully adhered, then remove the

tape and solder leads to the terminal strip. [35]
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APPENDIX E

STRAIN/STRESS CALCULATIONS

Stress is related to strain by the following equations [7]:

E v× =0o×- l(ao+ ta) (E.1)

(E.2)E e) = OE)- v(o + Ox (E.2

E tz = oz- v(o+ ) (E.3)

= (y (E.4)

Rearranging these equations give:

a = E c + (ao+ o ) (E.Ia)

o = E co + (az+ d (E.2a)

az = E cz + (ax+ ao) (E.3a)

" = _ _(E.4a)
G

Substituting above equations into equation (E-la) gives:

a = E e + v2 ( E Co + V ( 0 + a ) + O 2' b× × × =(E. ib)

E r, .+ v E o "+v 2 O z + 1- .2 ax + V 20

Grouping the alike terms leave:

- = E (c + . c ) + (v 2+ v) az (E.lc)

For this experiment stress in z direction is zero. Therefore:

ox E- 2) (c x + v EO) (E.ld)

By the same analogy:

0 = .(1 (c + V ex) (E.2b)
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Using equations (E.ld), (E.2b) and (E.4a) the stresses are
calculated from the strain change measured from the VISHAY
strain indicator while the specimens were cut. Tables E-1,
E-2 and E-3 show the strain change measurements and stress
calculations for each specimen.
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Table E-1: Strain Measurements and Stress

Calculations for Specimen
without Restraint

Strain/ Angular Position

Stress

Inner Surface

0 15 30

0 * 06 -296 -705 -900

* 106 -1394 -1726 -1607

2-O. 106 -1022 -1222 -1266

0o [ksi] 23.55 40.31 45.56

,x [ksi] 48.88 63.87 61.88

.4"rT x [ksi] 11.79 14.10 14.61

Outer Surface

0 15 30

* 106 -633 -660 -535

x * 106 1148 1262 1540

)"OX * 101 0 476 758

0 [ksi] 9.51 9.28 2.41

ae a [ksii -31.59 -35.08 -45.48

Te ksi] 0.00 -5.49 -8.75

10
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Table E-2: Strain Measurements and Stress
Calculations for Specimen
with 150 psi Restrinti

Strain/ Angular Position
Stress

Inner Surface

0 15 30

£0 * 10, -492 -699 -870

e * 106 -1184 -1298 -1158

10× * : -710 -962 -1026

00 [ksil 27.93 35.88 40.13

o (ksil 43.90 49.70 46.78
x

a.re Iksi] 8.19 11.10 11.84

Outer Surface

0 15 30

£ * 105 -396 -225 -183
J106 × * 106 1174 1096 1140

, t 411 512 812

00 Iksi] 1.44 -3.42 -5.24

a Lksi] -34.79 -33.91 -35.77x

T~ [ksi]O -4.74 -5.91 -9.37
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Table E-3: Strain Measurements and Stress
Calculations for Specimen
with 250 psi Restraint

Strain/ Angular Position
btrea

Inner Surface

0 15 30

* 106 -300 -140 -630

x * 10 -1145 -1277 -1602

* 106 -697 -876 -1073

00 [ksil 21.21 17.25 36.61

o [ksil 40.71 43.48 59.04
x

ox[ksil 8.04 10.11 12.38

Outer Surface

0 15 30

Co * 106 -374 -451 -375

* 106 1339 1550 1379

10l 586 643 622

00  [ksi] -0.91 -0.46 -1.28

o [ksi] -40.44 -46.64 -41.75

xksil -6.76 -7.42 -7.18
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APPENDIX F

DEFLECTION PREDICTION AND
RESTRAINING FACTOR CALCULATIONS

Castigliano's Second Theorem [28] gives calculations for

deflections and restraining factor of a curved beam:

&u= pR^4{l-[(theta/2)-l]cos(theta)-0-Ssin(theta)}/EI

&v= wR-4{[3theta-PI]sin(theta)+[PItheta-theta^2]
cos(theta)

Kuz pR'4/(&uEI)
Kv= wR 4/(&vEI)

Using this thesis's data at 300 at x = 0.25":

&u = &v = 0.004"

p 0.036 *EI/R-4

w 0.079 *EI/R-4

Using DeBiccari's data for same:

&u = &v = 0.003'

p = 0.027 *EI/R^4
w = 0.059 *EI/R^4

Then:

&1 0.036133 *{l-[(theta/2)-lcos(theta)-0.5sin(theta)I
&v =0.009956 *{[3theta-PI]sin(theta)+[PItheta-theta'2]cosi
Ku 0.036133 /&m
Kv 0.079655 /&m

where &m is the measured distortion. However, &u and &v are

for zero distortion at 00 and in these theses there is

distortion at 00. So there must be a correction factor in

the equations:

&*u z &u + 0.002cos(the-a)
&*v &v + 0.002cos(theta)
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The following table, Table F-i, gives the results of the

above equations.

Table F-i: Calculation Values for Deflections
and Restraining Factor

Theta Theta &u &v &*u &*v &m
radians degrees

0.0000 0 0.00000 0.00000 0.00200 0.00200 0.002
0.2618 15 0.00112 0.00118 0.00306 0.00311 0.002
0.5236 30 0.00400 0.00400 0.00573 0.00573 0.004
0.7854 45 0.00784 0.00750 0.00926 0.00891
1.0472 60 0.01188 0.01092 0.01288 0.01192
1.3090 75 0.01545 0.01374 0.01597 0.01425
1.5708 90 0.01807 0.01564 0.01807 0.01564

For figure 5-8, a nondimensional distortion, &e: the

ratio of the measured distortion to the radius, is plotted

against the restraining factor, K. The data are at 0.25"

away from the weld centerling and for 0o and 30o. The

following table, Table F-2, show the calculated values.

Table F-2: Calculated Values for Nondimensional
Deflections and Restraining Factor

This Thesis DeBiccari's Thesis

&M &e Ku Kv &m &e Ku Kv

0.002 3.33E-04 18.06 39.83 0.003 5.OOE-04 9.03 19.91

0.004 6.67E-04 9.033 19.91 0.003 5.OOE-04 9.03 19.91
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